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one of the best ways to perform a vulnerability scan is to examine
several of the http accept headers, each of which allows a different

type of web content to be displayed, depending on the contents of the
field. an http security scan can be performed using p0f, a network

protocol analyzer. by using http headers to describe the web site being
requested, p0f can categorize http packets for enhanced threats

scanning, and report vulnerabilities of the web sites that are visited. bill
hooper is co-founder of bleedsecurity, inc. the company was the creator

and maintainer of the bleedbox project, which provides a network-
based virtualized penetration testing solution to testing large,

distributed networks. earlier in his career, bill worked at a variety of
federal agencies, including darpa and nasa, developing defense
software tools and intelligence applications. bill has given many

presentations and tutorials, published and co-published in the areas of
penetration testing, security research, and software development. he
has a master's degree in computer science and a ph.d. in computer

science from uc davis. davin weinhold is a research scientist at sequris
corporation. previously he was the chief security scientist at sourcefire,

inc. where he was the primary developer of the gray hat hunter, an
application that demonstrates the capabilities of metasploit, a security
research tool. prior to sourcefire, he was a principal at luminate, inc.,

where his work included systems and network security, and was
responsible for setting up and running penetration testing groups on

various high value hosting providers. mr. weinhold has spoken at
numerous security conferences including rsa conference, defcon,

blackhat, and defcon underground, and has been published in various
magazines and journals, including the journal of computer forensics &

security and computer fraud and security magazine. a writer for several
security newsletters, he is the author of the book metasploit: an

introduction.
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the four nested boundaries of cybersecurity is a book about the current
state of cyber security, where the focus is on the high-tech world as a
sort of four nested boxes. these boxes represent divisions of our lives:

our homes, workplaces, businesses, and governments. in them, we
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have all become the subjects of an expanding perimeter of protection.
whatever lies outside of these boxes is usually not protected, unless a
system is given a higher order of protection than the box it is within.
this system of layers of protection can be found in all aspects of life,
but it is most evident in our increasing dependence on cyberspace.
what would happen if your computer were penetrated by a virus? or
your car’s speedometer were tampered with? could a cyber-attack

result in the life-threatening consequences that can result in the real
world? to understand this concept, the product of the innovative ncs

labs that provides an engaging, high-tech demonstration of this
capability, called “the missing link,” is featured. in the early days of pc
computing, memory was cheap. as a result, security was much less of a

concern, and so it was easy to implement these protections on a
computer that was exposed to both physical and virtual environments.
by following these guidelines, a network penetration tester is able to
easily identify potential risks and vulnerabilities, and remediate them

before they adversely impact network availability or performance, often
with minimum impact on network infrastructure. this document

describes a basic methodology for hacking, identifying, and
remediating a range of web-application vulnerabilities using three

example attacks. this methodology allows the security and penetration-
tester to identify the vulnerabilities and work on solutions to remediate

those issues. 5ec8ef588b
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